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Elastic and Shear Moduli of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Ropes
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Carbon nanotubes are believed to be the ultimate low-density high-modulus fibers, which makes
their characterization at nanometer scale vital for applications. By using an atomic force microscope
and a special substrate, the elastic and shear moduli of individual single-walled nanotube (SWNT)
ropes were measured to be of the order of 1 TPa and 1 GPa, respectively. In contrast to multiwalled
nanotubes, an unexpectedly low intertube shear stiffness dominated the flexural behavior of the SWNT
ropes. This suggests that intertube cohesion should be improved for applications of SWNT ropes in
high-performance composite materials. [S0031-9007(98)08306-9]
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It has been known for some time that carbon nanotub
have remarkable electrical properties [1]. It is becomin
increasingly apparent that they also have astonish
mechanical properties, and that they provide a way
exploiting the enormous strength associated with she
of graphite in a fiber geometry.

All of the benefits associated with composite desig
could thus be implemented on the nanoscale, with wh
are probably the strongest fibers available to mankin
In order to do this intelligently, it is vital to understand
the mechanical behavior of nanotubes. Theoretical
and experimental [3] studies have shown that sing
multiwalled nanotubes (MWNTs) can undergo enormo
bending deformation and recover apparently elastical
Several recent papers have shown that MWNTs a
extremely rigid rods of very low density with unique
mechanical properties [3–6]. These properties depe
critically on the arrangement of the graphitic planes [6
which confirms that MWNTs, as long as the graphit
planes are aligned with the tube axis, maximize the effe
of the very high in-plane elastic constant of graphite.

In contrast to MWNTs, single-walled nanotube
(SWNTs) are formed of only one rolled-up graphen
sheet. They lack the multiple cylindrical nesting o
MWNTs and should have even better mechanical pro
erties due to curvature effects. In fact, an addition
stiffening of the curved graphene sheets is predict
when the radius is lower than 0.5 nm [7], due to th
strain caused by wrapping. Furthermore, SWNTs a
mostly arranged in ropes with a close-packed stackin
which thus form self-assembled cables on the nanome
scale and could be the ultimate high-modulus fibers [8
We report here on the first measurement of the elas
properties of crystalline SWNT ropes.

Crystalline ropes of SWNTs were produced by th
arc-discharge method [9] and purified by acid treatme
and filtration [10]. Recent high-resolution transmissio
electron microscopy (HRTEM) and Raman studies [1
show that a narrow diameter distribution is achieved wi
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a proper choice of catalyst. The mean diameter of o
nanotubes is about 1.4 nm, and the diameter of the bund
ranges from 3 to 20 nm with a length of several micron
Figure 1(a) shows a HRTEM image of a typical SWN
rope. The view in the cross section of Fig. 1(b) revea
that the tubes are arranged in a close-packed latt
Because the ropes are composed of tubes of differ
diameters and helicities, local distortions of the lattice a
to be expected. Furthermore, tubes can also be missin
a rope, resulting in vacancies in the tube lattice [12].

For direct measurements of the elastic properties
SWNT ropes, the purified soot was dispersed in etha
and a droplet was deposited on a polished alum
ultrafiltration membrane (Whatman Anodisc, with 200 n
pores). Nanotubes occasionally lie over pores with mo

FIG. 1. (a),(b): High-resolution transmission electron m
croscopy images of SWNT ropes. (a) shows a 6 nm diame
rope. (b) shows a cross section of a rope as it bends in and
of the focal plane of the microscope. (c) is a schematic of t
tube lattice with the different parameters used in the first ord
model.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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of the tube in contact with the membrane surface, pr
ducing a suspended beam configuration at the nanosc
Figure 2(a) shows a SWNT rope of 20 nm diamet
suspended over a 200 nm pore. An atomic force micr
scope (AFM) operating in air was used to apply a loa
to the nanobeams and to determine directly the result
deflection [as indicated in the schematics of Fig. 2(b)].

The deflection of a beam resulting from a force applie
midway along its suspended length depends critically
the boundary conditions, i.e., on the manner in which t
extremities of the beam are attached [13]. If the bea
is simply supported, the slopes at both extremities of t
suspended portion are finite, whereas they are zero if
beam is clamped. In our case, adhesion of the ropes
the substrate and between the tubes in a rope was su
ciently strong to prevent any lift-off, providing a clampe
beam configuration [14]. The deflection versus applie
force measurements showed that the nanotube respo
was linear and elastic for the range of applied forces (
to 3 nN). No permanent deformation of the ropes w
detected.

In order to determine the elastic properties from defle
tion versus force measurements, we determined the s
pended length and the cross-sectional area of the ro
The former parameter can be determined by compar
deflection profiles acquired on, and just beside, the s
pended rope. As for the latter, it is related to the squa
of the height for cylindrical objects such as MWNTs. Fo
a rope, which can have a rectangular or trapezoidal cr
section, the width must be measured in addition to t

FIG. 2. (a) AFM image of a SWNT rope adhered to th
polished alumina ultrafiltration membrane, with a portio
bridging a pore of the membrane. (b) Schematic of th
measurement: the AFM is used to apply a load to the nanobe
and to determine directly the resulting deflection. A close
loop feedback ensured an accurate scanner positioning. Si3N4
cantilevers with force constants of 0.05 and 0.1 Nym were used
as tips in the contact mode.
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height. In an AFM image, the apparent rope width i
a combination of tube diameter and tip radius and hen
gives a poor estimate of the actual lateral dimension of t
rope. To solve this problem we calibrated the SWNT rop
profiles with cylindrical MWNT of equivalent diameters
using the same tip, and we selected ropes with nearly sy
metrical profiles. The exact cross section is intermedia
between a square and a cylinder. In the following, w
assume that the ropes are cylindrical, taking the resulti
error into account in the overall error. In fact, the heigh
H of a crystalline hexagonal bundle clamped onto the su
strate takes discrete values:H  2R 1 a

p
3y2sN 2 1d,

whereN is the number of layers,R is the mean radius of
the SWNT comprising the rope, anda is the lattice con-
stant of the rope [see Fig. 1(c)].H increases therefore in
steps of,1.5 nm, which is in good agreement with our
experimental findings. This fact was used for enhancin
the precision of the measured height for small ropes
and 4.5 nm) since the precision of the AFM is limited
to 60.5 nm in our case. The force-deflection results ar
summarized in Table I.

From simple considerations, one can expect the elas
modulus of SWNTs to be of the order of the in-plan
modulus of graphite, i.e., about 1 TPa. The most simp
model for a SWNT rope is to consider the tubes to b
independent of one another: In this case, the elas
modulus is calculated by applying the usual clampe
beam formula for a single tube with the applied forc
divided by the number of tubes in the rope. Howeve
the modulus deduced in this way would be higher tha
10 TPa for our data, far higher than the most optimist
predictions. Thus SWNT ropes cannot be simply take
as an assembly of free tubes; rather, the ensemble of tu
must be considered as one anisotropic beam.

In the general case, deflection of beams involve
both bending and shear deformations. The superpositi
principle implies that the total deflection,d, is the sum of
the deflections due to bending,dB, and to shear,dS. If
we use the unit-load method for a concentrated loadF,
the deflection at the middle [13] becomes

TABLE I. Diameter D, suspended lengthL, slope of the
force-deflection curveDdyDF, as well as the calculated re-
duced modulusEr and shear modulusG for the SWNT ropes
studied in this work.

D (nm) L (nm) Er (GPa) G (GPa)
60.5 nm 610% DdyDF (myN) 650% 650%

3.0 100 1.0 1310 · · ·
3.0 140 4.0 899 · · ·
4.5 285 9.3 642 · · ·
4.5 180 3.0 503 6.5
6.0 200 1.8 369 2.9
6.0 230 3.0 332 1.7
9.0 180 0.5 189 2.3

13.5 360 0.5 298 2.8
13.5 360 1.0 149 0.9
20.0 370 0.5 67 0.7
945
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d  dB 1 dS  FL3y192EI 1 fsFLy4GA , (1)
whereL is the suspended length,E is the elastic modulus,
fs is the shape factor (equal to10y9 for a cylindrical
beam),G is the shear modulus,I is the second moment of
area of the beam (I  pD4y64 for a filled cylinder), and
A is the cross-sectional area. The ratiodBydS increases
with the ratio of beam length to diameter. WhenG and
E are of comparable magnitude, shear effects beco
important only for relatively short beams. In nanorope
we expect a non-negligible contribution of shear ev
for long beams, which will increase the deflection an
lower the apparentE value. In fact, shear becomes a
important contribution whenLyR # 4

p
EyG [13]. The

pure bending formula (d  dB) for determiningE will
apply only for long ropes of small diameter.

The effect of shearing is emphasized by the variation
FL3y192pdD4 as a function of rope diameterD. We call
this parameter the “reduced modulus,”Er . As discussed
above,Er is equal to the elastic modulus when shearin
is negligible, which is the case, for example, for MWN
[6]. In Fig. 3 and Table I, we show the measured reduc
modulus for ten different SWNT ropes with diamete
comprised between 3 and 20 nm. For small long rop
we deduce an elastic modulus of about 1 TPa, which is
agreement with the measurements by electron microsc
performed by Chopra and Zettl on a single SWNT [15
However, the reduced modulus depends strongly on
diameter of the ropes, decreasing by more than 1 orde
magnitude from 3 to 20 nm.

In the following, we attempt to model the trend
observed in Fig. 3 using theoretical considerations. It
to be expected that the tensile stiffness of the nanoro

FIG. 3. Measured reduced modulus,Er , for ten different
SWNT ropes with diameters between 3 and 20 nm (circle
The points corresponding to different ropes of equal diamet
have been shifted by60.2 nm for better legibility. The value
obtained by Chopraet al. [15] for a single nanotube is plotted
for comparison (square). Inset: Shear modulus for large ro
(D . 4 nm) extracted for the experimental data by assumi
E  600 GPa.
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will be similar to that of individual nanotubes. With
this assumption, the elastic modulus normalized by th
cross-sectional area should be the same for all rop
However, the shear modulus in ropes may be qui
different from that of single nanotubes, because in th
latter the shear modulus of the tube wall is equal t
the graphitic elastic constantc66  1y2sc11 2 c12d 
330 GPa, whereas in the former it will be dominated
by shear between individual nanotubes. As a roug
model, we suppose that individual tubes are arranged
a 2D close-packed regular array of lattice constanta 
2R 1 d [Fig. 1(c)], where d is the intertube distance,
which amounts to,3.4 Å [16]. The cross-sectional
area occupied by each tube isAt  a2 cospy6, with a
circumferenceCt  2pR.

To first approximation, the strength of the in-plane
chemical bond is similar for a graphitic plane and for
SWNT, which has been confirmed by simulations [8,17
Hence, the in-plane sheet stiffness should be the sa
for bulk graphite and for a SWNT. A SWNT that
occupies a cross-sectional areaAt in a rope is equivalent
to a plane of sp2-bonded carbon atoms of widthCt

and “thickness”c, where c is the interplanar spacing
of graphite (c  3.354 Å). We can thus estimate the
elastic modulus of the rope,Erope, by taking EropeAt 
cCEgraphite, i.e., Erope  csCyAtdEgraphite, which yields
a value ofErope ø 600 GPa.

For the shear modulus, if we neglect the shearin
of individual tubes,Grope  scnycdGgraphite, wherecn is
the distance between two tube layers (cn  a cospy6d
[Fig. 1(d)]. If we takeGgraphite  4.5 GPa (c44 of single
crystal graphite), we obtainGrope ø 19.5 GPa. Note that,
owing to the high nanotube shear modulus, the global she
modulus of a rope increases compared to planar graphi

From small diameter long ropes, in which shearing
negligible, the elastic modulus we measured is in clos
agreement with the above model and also with the mo
elaborate calculation of Lu [8]. The high value ofE for
the 3 nm ropes is probably due to an underestimation
the rope area, arising from the uncertainty in the later
dimension. We can expectE to be nearly constant for all
ropes, i.e., independent of the diameter, sinceE depends
on the stiffness of the single-walled tubes which compo
the rope. However, we cannot rule out the possibilit
that some tubes are interrupted in the middle of the rope
High-resolution transmission electron microscopy image
also show that some tubes can be missing in a rop
producing vacancies in the tube lattice. For this effe
to be significant onE, a large proportion of tubes should
be missing or interrupted. In that case, the rope would
easily distorted by the AFM tip on the portion lying on
the membrane. The profile and diameter of SWNT rope
remained unchanged when imaged with different force
suggesting that the effect of vacancies onE, if present in
the measured portion of a rope, is rather small.

By taking E  600 GPa, we can extract the shea
modulus for large ropes (D . 4.5 nm) with Eq. (1) as
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shown in the inset of Fig. 3 and in Table I. The she
modulusG determined in this way is lower than predicte
by the first order model;G shows a fairly large dispersion,
and decreases for large diameter ropes. By analo
with graphite, intertube shear effects are expected to
sensitive to the various imperfections that may be pres
in the ropes. In pyrographites or highly oriented pyroliti
graphite, the apparentc44 value can be as low as 0.2 GP
[18] due to the presence of gliding basal plane dislocatio
and stacking faults. Such an effect of dislocations
typical of graphite because of its large anisotropy.
isotropic metals, anelastic effects are far less pronounc
In SWNTs, pentagon-heptagon pairs are equivalent
dislocations but they do not glide easily and should ha
only a small influence onG in a rope. In fact, it is
probable that this lowering ofG is due mostly to structural
imperfections, e.g., variations of the tube diameters in
rope and/or vacancies in the tube lattice as observed
HRTEM [12]. We suggest that the decrease ofG as the
diameter increases may be partly due to the possibil
that large ropes contain more imperfections than sm
ropes. A further reason for the lowering ofG is the
absence of registry between neighboring tubes induc
by variations in tube diameter and helicity. It is worth
noting that even for graphite no theory gives a comple
description of interplane forces [18], increasing the ne
for direct measurements.

At first sight, the low shear modulus of SWNT ropes i
bad news for potential applications such as reinforceme
of materials. However, one may take advantage of t
low shear stiffness of nanoropes, for example, in applic
tions where a large damping is required. Incorporation
lamellar graphite in cast iron increases the damping cap
ity by orders of magnitude [19]. In this case, the presen
of glissile dislocations, which decreases the shear mo
lus, is essential to increase friction between sheets. T
low value ofG in SWNT ropes suggests, by analogy wit
lamellar graphite, that imperfections might increase fri
tion between nanotubes, inducing a large damping cap
ity, especially for large ropes.

In conclusion, we determined both the elastic and t
shear moduli for SWNT ropes. From small diamete
and long ropes we deduced an elastic modulus of ab
1 TPa. Our AFM measurements thus confirm that carb
nanoropes are high-modulus fibers but with an unexpe
edly low shear modulus (G ø 1 GPa). This should be
taken into account in the design of nanorope-based co
posite materials. It would be particularly interesting t
cross-link the nanotubes in a rope, for example, by irr
diation or chemical methods, to increase the rigidity
a rope.
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